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	Scheduler (DBMS_SCHEDULER) is included in Oracle Database and is a tool for the automation, management, and control of jobs. It enables users to schedule jobs running inside the database such as PL/SQL procedures or PL/SQL blocks, as well as jobs running outside the database like shell scripts. Scheduler ensures that jobs are run on time, automates business processes, and optimizes the use of available resources.


	You just need to specify a fixed date and time and Scheduler will do the rest. What if you don't know the precise time to execute your job? Nothing to worry about, you can specify an event upon which you want your job to be done and Scheduler will execute your job at the appropriate time. Although scheduling sounds quite easy, it requires programming skills and knowledge to set up such a powerful, intelligent scheduler for your project.


	This book is your practical guide to DBMS_SCHEDULER for setting up platform-independent schedules that automate the execution of time-based or event-based job processes. It will show you how to automate business processes, and help you manage and monitor those jobs efficiently and effectively. It explains how Scheduler can be used to achieve the tasks you need to make happen in the real world. With a little understanding of how the Scheduler can be used and what kind of control it gives, you will be able to recognize the real power that many known enterprise-class schedulers - with serious price tags - cannot compete with.


	You will see how running a specific program can be made dependent on the successful running of certain other programs, and how to separate various tasks using the built-in security mechanisms. You will learn to manage resources to balance the load on your system, and gain increased database performance.


	What you will learn from this book?

	
		Create simple as well as complex jobs and schedule their execution according to your specific needs.
	
		Manage jobs independently of any particular platform so that they can be moved from one system to another easily.
	
		Create chains to link related programs, based on contingent outcomes.
	
		Flag the Scheduler to raise events when unexpected events occur.
	
		Manage logs to find out when jobs ran and analyze the runtime behavior based on recorded execution times.
	
		Combine your resource manager and Scheduler to get maximum throughput for managing thousands of jobs at a time.
	
		Run jobs on machines that do not have a running database using the remote job agent.
	
		Learn to debug jobs and make sure jobs run as expected.



	Approach


	This is your practical guide to setting up a working environment and using Oracle Scheduler. Packed with simple examples and clear explanations, real-life scenarios are discussed to make you comfortable in implementing them in your own system.


	Who this book is written for?


	This book is intended for Administrators and Developers who currently use tools like cron, DBMS_JOB, and the task manager, but who now want more control or who have a need to scale up to tools that can handle the network. Complex tasks can be built that easily control business process and enable the completion of important tasks in limited time.


	The reader is expected to have some experience of Oracle Database Management, and a working knowledge of SQL and PL/SQL.


	About the Author


	Ronald Rood has been an IT professional for over 20 years. His roots are in the Bull gcos8 mainframes where he played with assembly language until Oracle and UNIX came across his path. He eagerly joined the Oracle community and became a skilled innovating DBA and trouble shooter. Ronald's real power is in the combination of the rich UNIX world and Oracle. There is no such thing as a problem that can not be solved; it just might take a little time.


	Next to C, PRO*C, lots of scripting languages and - of course - PL/SQL, he also speaks Dutch, English, German, and some French. In his private time that he shares with his family with two children he likes to take an occasional dive (from the sky), fly radio controlled models, ride recumbent, and work as a volunteer for a local Water Scouts group.


	Currently Ronald is one of the Ciber oracle consultants in The Netherlands and cooperates in many projects for many large companies. Before writing this book Ronald wrote oracle related articles for the Dutch oracle user group magazine. On his blog you can find some short articles about various items, mostly oracle related.
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Cardiac Markers (Pathology and Laboratory Medicine)Humana Press, 2003

	In this greatly enlarged and thoroughly updated edition of his much praised Cardiac Markers, Alan Wu and his contributors focus on the use of markers in the practice of cardiology and-for the first time-on the use of natriuretic peptides for congestive heart failure. Here, leading international authorities in clinical chemistry and laboratory...
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Case Studies in Bayesian Statistical Modelling and AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Provides an accessible foundation to Bayesian analysis using real world models


	This book aims to present an introduction to Bayesian modelling and computation, by considering real case studies drawn from diverse fields spanning ecology, health, genetics and finance. Each chapter comprises a description of the problem, the...
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Facebook Application Development with Graph API CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	With a user base of nearly 800 million people, Facebook is the number one social networking platform. Applications can be created to interact with this huge user base in various ways both inside and outside Facebook. These applications, if developed effectively and efficiently, offer a free medium for promotion and publicity of a product or...
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Internetworking with TCP/IP Volume One (6th Edition)Pearson Education, 2013

	An internationally best-selling, conceptual introduction to the TCP/IP protocols and Internetworking, this book interweaves a clear discussion of fundamentals and scientific principles with details and examples drawn from the latest technologies. Leading author Douglas Comer covers layering and packet formats for all the...
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Advanced PHP for FlashApress, 2003

	Advanced PHP for Flash is the follow-up to the hugely popular Foundation PHP for Flash.


	The main aim of this book is to extend the reader's knowledge of using PHP and MySQL to produce dynamic content for Flash. Essentially, it picks up the baton from the first book and runs with it until there's no more...
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Input, Output and ExceptionsOpen University Press, 2009

	Communication is vital. It is also potentially unreliable. This is true of human

	communication, but also of communication between humans and computers, or equally

	when one computer communicates with another across a network.





	There are two fundamentally different ways of communicating with a Java program. In

	this...
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